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What is Sacred Art?
Give your answer with reference to a specific work of Art or Architecture.
Art is a difficult thing. There is a feeling of struggle and of endless discussion as
to what it is and why it is and even some who wish it wasn’t.
Nothing else in the world seems to have this problem. Birds build nests without
agonies of concern for their shape, size and decoration. Sea anemones wildly
wave technicolor fronds whilst chameleon settle to blend with whatever happens
to be about. Squid and octopi flaming from one colour to the next, flowers
blooming in fantastical structures and so on and so forth. It seems Man as a
species has a special attribute. What the rest of creation displays for purpose Man
has been given a saturation of:
Indeed, art is a distinctively human form of expression; beyond the search
for the necessities of life which is common to all creatures, art is a freely
given superabundance of the human being’s inner riches. Arising from
talent given by the Creator and from man’s own effort, art is a form of
practical wisdom, uniting knowledge and skill to give form to the truth of
reality in a language accessible to sight or hearing.1
And this is all well and good when one is sure that one is created and has a
Creator that cares for one’s good and perpetual happiness. But even if one cannot
subscribe to such a view there does appear to be the stark fact that from time
immemorial, and decorating such caves and intricate stone or metalwork that has
survived, Mankind has never ceased to create beautiful, curious and interesting
objects over and above that which may be considered entirely necessary.2
And thus you have trouble. This curious outflow of creative purpose detached
from any directed purpose with the majesty of will and intelligence of Man at its
disposal. So what does one do with it? Is it common to all or only a few?
It seems that no one goes completely unaffected. Being creatures of a fragile
nature we have to clothe ourselves (with varying levels of ability). We occupy
space, our environment therefore gives the occasional cause for celebration or
angst. Everything around us can be coloured or spun or covered to suit whatever
whim we throw at it. And so we do. And we don’t even notice that we’re doing it.
But over and above the creative impulse, what separates any object and elevates it
to the dizzying heights of Art?
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see also: Solzhenitsyn, Alexandr. Nobel Lecture in Literature 1970. Nobel Lectures, Literature
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The clue may be found in the exact terms given in the quote above:
…art is a form of practical wisdom, uniting knowledge and skill to give
form to the truth of reality in a language accessible to sight or hearing.3
If we look to Jacques Maritain there are “virtues of the mind whose sole end is
knowledge. They belong to the speculative order”. He maintains that Art is part
of the Practical Order for “in practice man tends to something other than mere
knowledge. If he has knowledge, it is not simply so that he can rest in truth and
enjoy it (frui); but rather to put what he knows to some use (uti), with a view to
making or doing something.”4
By looking at these two quotes together one may say that Art then has two main
aspects: practical work springing from knowledge of truth, making what might
otherwise pass one by open to understanding through the senses of sight or
hearing.
G.K.Chesterton puts it another way:
The Arts exist, as we should put it in our primeval fashion, to show forth the glory
of God; or, to translate the same thing in terms of our psychology, to awaken and
keep alive the sense of wonder in man. The success of any work of art is achieved
when we say of any subject, a tree or a cloud or a human character, “I have seen
that a thousand times and I never saw it before.”5
It reveals the ‘is’-ness, the essence of what it portrays beyond what one sees.
But to whom is this revelation of essence made evident? The genius? The Artist?
Maritain writes:
"[Art] was a virtue of the mind and endowed the humblest artisan with a
certain perfection of spirit.
In the normal type of human development and truly human
civilisations, the artisan represents the average man. If Christ willed to be
an artisan in an insignificant village it was because he wanted to assume
the common lot of humanity.”6
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CCC. 2501
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USA, reprint of 1924 ed. 2003 (Maritain, 2003). Curiously these exact terms are to be
found in the first chapter of Love and Responsibility by Karol Wojtyla . London, Fount
paperbacks, 1982, p44.
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Art is the province and ‘common lot of humanity’! This may be a surprising
assertion at the present time, but is it really? However this may have been in the
time of Christ to medieval times, the situation of Mankind today does not appear
to be in the realm of ‘truly human civilisation’ as written above. Few ‘average
men’ may consider themselves artisans at their desks and checkout tills across
the country, and as the number of skilled persons and skilled works required
diminish year on year. And yet, Maritain’s description rings true, where art is not
divorced from the work of the artisan:
In the powerfully social structure of medieval civilisation the artist ranked
simply as an artisan, and every kind of anarchical development was
prohibited to his individualism, because a natural social discipline
imposed upon him from without certain limiting conditions. He did not
work for society people and the dealers, but for the faithful commons; it
was his mission to house their prayers, to instruct their minds, to rejoice
their souls and their eyes. Matchless epoch, in which an ingenuous folk
was educated in beauty without even noticing it, as perfect religious ought
to pray without being aware of their prayers…7
Almost without any assistance the realm of Art has moved to the realm of
Religion. Art was not intended as it has been said for art’s sake, but the creative
instinct found its full expression and purpose in doing what it does par
excellence:
…evoking what is beyond words: the depths of the human heart, the
exaltations of the soul, the mystery of God. 8
The ‘truth of reality’, that the human person is made up of more than what one
can merely see, that the heart of a man cannot be fathomed except that he reveal
it in words or pictures to another9, and what he begins to discern in the manifold
creation that surrounds him of order and beauty and abundance, that there is a
God and who this God is.
Truth is beautiful in itself.10
So, if this is truly the right relation between Art and Religion what of Art now? As
Couturier wrote, as opposed to Byzantium,
…this is a time when the Church lives primarily in diaspora, and no longer
has any influence in large sectors of social and cultural life…11
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p.17, Maritain, 2003.
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9
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The artist no longer ranks with the artisan, there is little left of service of God or
to one’s neighbour in the conceptual arts, and they would be puzzled to be
questioned so. In a secularised society at odds with a loving God what is Sacred
Art?
It has been held that Art just is art, and if it has any other appellation be it
propaganda art, gender art, social art it is not really art at all but if the premise of
this essay is true that Art is capable of revealing something more of who we are
leading to what we are for then Sacred Art may hold a key that had been
previously discarded which other arts are not capable of answering by their very
nature of enquiry.
Aiden Hart in Christianity and Sacred Art Today writes simply and directly
giving seven principles of Sacred Art:
1
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Sacred art mediates. It does more than offer a fleeting aesthetic
experience. The way it is painted and used initiates us into a relationship
with the person or realities depicted. It is original in the deepest sense, in
that it penetrates to the origins of things.
Sacred art participates in what it represents. The icon is the fruit of raw
materials being gathered together and made into something better still by
priestly man and then filled with divine grace.
Sacred art helps to change our way of seeing the world – metanoia. It
unveils the inner beauty of things and reveals them as gifts and not mere
objects.
Sacred art is always liturgical, always part of a way of life. The Russians
have a term meaning “the art of liturgical living” – bytovoe blagochestie.
Sacred art can be prophetical. At its best, it gives new insight, brings out
the best in a given time and culture, reveals God’s providence, is the living
word of God.
Sacred art reveals the inner essences of things. It is never naturalistic, but
aims to be realistic, using abstract means to reveal not only the visible
outer form of things but also the invisible realities, what the Fathers called
the logoi of things.
Sacred art affirms and incorporates elements of its mother culture. It is in
fact a child born of the union of the eternal God with a particular human
culture rooted in time. This explains both authentic art’s timelessness and
its dynamic quality12

Thus it may be said that Sacred Art may make possible a different way of seeing
than current contemporary practice may be able to provide and grant the
possibility of discerning matter as good (of ‘frui’ – fruitful, to be enjoyed, rejoiced
in) rather than to be used only (‘uti’ – utility, utilitarian).

emphasis in italics inserted into text. Hart, Aiden. Christianity and Sacred Art
Today. Lecture given 6 October 2005, at Hillsdale College Minnesota, US.
12
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But is this an accurate description of Sacred Art? And is it possible in a secular
society to create Sacred Art?
The picture I have chosen to illustrate this essay is by a Spanish artist, Kiko
(shortened form of Francisco) Arguello. Kiko Arguello is the co-founder of the
Neo-Catechumenal Way, way of formation in the Roman Catholic Church. The
Icon is said to have been painted as a memorial to the inspiration he received
from the Blessed Virgin Mary to form communities to live like the Holy Family of
Nazareth, in humility, simplicity and praise (the wording which is in Spanish in
and across the bottom portion of the painting.) As such this Icon has become very
familiar amongst a portion of the Roman Catholic faithful, usually in the form of
a large print mounted on wood (approximately 80 x 50cm.)
Immediately recognizable as the Blessed Virgin Mary and Jesus Christ as a child,
upon entering the room where it hangs one is touched by the gaze which one can
scarce but return, thus drawing one into a relationship with a reality beyond the
sphere of the material.
One is not deceived that this object is anything other than paint on wood as both
materials are clearly obvious, yet one is also sure of its representation of the
Mother of God and her Son, Jesus Christ. The words inscribed in it bringing to
mind the divine inspiration of the work.
In the sight of the Virgin Mary and Jesus Christ, the whole world may be said to
have a different light in the knowledge that a wholly new life is now made
possible for Mankind through the ‘fiat’ of the Virgin and the Power of the Holy
Spirit; through Jesus Christ born in time, through his tender mercy and the
loving intercession of his Mother we too may be caught up into the love of the
God we cannot see.
Here we can see a concrete example of art in liturgical use, it hangs in the room
where the liturgy takes place, reminding the faithful ‘in a vision’ (figuratively
speaking) to whom they are coming to listen proclaimed. The faithful often have a
smaller copy in their homes. It is referred to frequently in catechesis and in the
homily. An essential ‘sign’ to the assembled community along with the lectern for
the proclamation of the Word of God and the Cross sign of Christ’s glorious
triumph over sin and death. It helps form the Assembly of the visible and
invisible communion of saints.
A memorial to the inspiration of the Neo-Catechumenal Way, the icon also
retains the ‘call’ to Kiko to establish communities to live like the Holy Family of
Nazareth, in humility, simplicity and praise, one may say it is Prophetic as what it
proclaims as impossible for Man to bring about is nevertheless possible for God.
That the disconnected community of persons assembled will in fact through the
action of grace in the proclamation of the Word become what the Icon calls them
to become.
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The faces do not correspond to a natural schema. The eyes, overlarge, the lamps
of the soul, engaging the response of the viewer; the mouth, smaller in
proportion, drawing one into heartfelt prayer rather than verbose speech; the ear,
exposed, open to the voice of God. Whilst typical of any holy person portrayed in
an icon, here in particular the Blessed Virgin Mary and Jesus Christ are shown in
such tenderness and stillness one may say it reveals the essential relationship
between the Mother and her Son of loving communion.
Finally Kiko Arguello’s painterly treatment of the subject, whilst instantly
recognizable as belonging to the long tradition of paintings of the Madonna and
Child, reminds one forcibly of the painterly techniques and brushwork of the
Twentieth Century painters (Picasso especially) and the sgraffito elements
bringing to mind graffiti that is such a part of urban living. Drawing even the
culture that seems so far from this scene into intimate relationship with it.
Thus one may say that it is truly a Sacred work of Art, inspired and ‘set apart’,
dedicated to religious use.
Admirable as this may be it is not a task for the faint-hearted. Hence Couturier
warns:
Today, no one should “dedicate himself to religious art” unless the call is
irresistible. Like the call Rilke prescribed for anyone who wanted to write
poetry: “Would you die if you were forbidden to write?”13
…unbelievers, and particularly those who still feel a nostalgia for the
Church and resent whatever is unworthy of their stubborn respect and
their disappointment – they see how far removed we are, and they turn
away.
What they want is a candid, pure Christian art… if this candour and purity
are really and truly lost it would be better to have no art at all14
In such a climate where good sacred art has become few and far between it is all
the more necessary for it to be found and sought out, for as Couturier quoting
Bernanos points out:
The ills of sacred art are the ills of Christianity, made visible like the sores
that break out on a face. “The Church does not need reformers; the Church
needs saints”15
Or in the words of Martin Luther King:
13

p.125. Couturier, M.-A. Sacred Art. Austin, University of Texas Press, 1989
p.130. Couturier, M.-A. Sacred Art. Austin, University of Texas Press, 1989
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Whatever your life's work is, do it well. Even if it does not fall in the
category of one of the so-called big professions, do it well. As one college
president said, "A man should do his job so well that the living, the dead,
and the unborn could do it no better." If it falls your lot to be a street
sweeper, sweep streets like Michelangelo painted pictures, like
Shakespeare wrote poetry, like Beethoven composed music; sweep streets
so well that all the host of Heaven and earth will have to pause and say,
"Here lived a great street sweeper, who swept his job well."16
We do not live in Byzantium and cannot rely on the society in which we live to
provide the means for Sacred Art; and we cannot divorce ourselves from the
society in which we live, it would be neither advisable nor desirable to attempt
such a thing. Art is related to Truth intimately (so much so the Catechism of the
Catholic Church cites it under the heading of the commandment Thou Shalt Not
Bear False Witness.) Without the basic premise that ‘my brother is telling the
truth’ no community of persons can function. Without art – the splendour of the
truth - the heart of Man is left desolate.
It would be advisable to seek out the small communities like the Holy Family of
Nazareth and learn to live in humility, simplicity and praise where the other is
Christ. For if there is to be a truly vivified Sacred Art those who feel called must
be prepared to give up everything, even their art.

16

Opening speech given 3rd December 1956. Montgomery Alabama. The Papers of
Martin Luther King Jr, vol.3. see:
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